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Abstract

Background
Leafy greens are responsible for nearly half of the produce-related Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC)
outbreaks in the United States and recent investigations have implicated agricultural water as a potential source.
Current FDA detection protocols require extensive analysis time. Development of methods for rapid detection of
STECs in the �eld are imperative to maintain food safety. We aimed to use Oxford Nanopore rapid sequencing kits for
an in-�eld determination of agricultural water microbiome and possible detection and characterization of STECs
strain(s) in these samples.

Results
We tested the performance of the nanopore rapid sequencing kit (RAD004) for fast microbiome determination using
the well characterized ZymoBIOMICS mock microbial community and the number of reads for each identi�ed species
was present in the expected proportion. Rapid sequencing kit (LRK001 and RAD004) library preparation of DNA
extracted from agricultural water resulted in poor nanopore sequencing reactions, with low output (0.3–1.7 M reads),
a high proportion of failed reads (50–60%), and highly sheared DNA before and after a magnetic bead clean up. To
improve performance, we prepared a DNA library with the ligation kit (LSK109), which includes multiple cleaning
steps, reducing inherent inhibitors and producing a better outcome (2.2 M reads, 15% failed reads). Metagenomic
composition of four sample sites determined using the ligation kit, showed a highly diverse bacterial community for
each site, with 11 total genera identi�ed, including Synechococcus and Cyanobium. No de�nitive presence of STEC
could be con�rmed in any of the sites. Approximately 100 reads from each site (0.02% of total reads) were identi�ed
as Escherichia coli, but the speci�c strain or their virulence genes could not be detected. Sites 9, 10, and 12 were
found to be positive for STEC presence by microbiological techniques after enrichment.

Conclusions
The rapid sequencing kits can be appropriate for genus or species level microbial identi�cation, but we recommend
the use of the ligation kit for increased sequencing depth and removal of contaminants in agricultural water. However,
we were not able to identify any STEC strains in these nanopore microbiome samples, due to low initial
concentrations. The results from this pilot study provide preliminary evidence that MinION sequencing of agricultural
water using the ligation kit has the potential to be used for rapid microbiome determination in the �eld with optimal
results for water quality surveillance.

Background
Shiga toxin-producing Escherichia coli (STEC) is a foodborne pathogen responsible for approximately 265,000
illnesses per year in the United States (1). STEC infection can cause severe disease, including bloody diarrhea and
hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) (2–5). STECs are de�ned by the presence of Shiga toxin genes (stx) and are
identi�ed by serotype based on their O and H antigens. While the most common STEC associated with outbreaks and
illness is E. coli O157:H7 (1, 6, 7), there are over 400 STEC serotypes with varying degrees of pathogenicity, which can
be determined in silico by the presence of virulence genes (2, 8). Attachment and colonization genes can be found in
the locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE), including intimin (eae) and type 3 secretion system (TTSS) effector proteins
(esp, esc, tir), Additional non-LEE effectors (nleA, nleB, nleC) and other putative virulence genes (ehxA, etpD, subA,
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toxB, saa) can also impact virulence (2, 9–11). It is, therefore, imperative that the serotype and virulence factors are
identi�ed to assess potential pathogenicity.

STEC infections have been linked to multiple commodities (e.g. beef, milk, yogurt), including a growing incidence in
produce (12–14), especially leafy greens, with agricultural water implicated as a potential source (15–21).
Agricultural water can be contaminated by adjacent land use, wild animal activity, or incomplete water sanitization
(16). There are currently no approved antimicrobial treatments for agricultural water to prevent against foodborne
pathogens; however the FDA has collaborated with the EPA to establish a new protocol for development and
registration of treatment of agricultural water (22). This protocol was developed under the 2020 Leafy Greens STEC
Action Plan in which the FDA is focused on improving the safety of leafy greens through a set of guidelines, including
extensive meta-analysis of past outbreak data, longitudinal studies, promotion of tech-enabled traceability,
monitoring of nearby agricultural land use, compost sampling, and improved whole genome sequencing (WGS)
tracing (23).

WGS has increased the precision and responsiveness of food safety by the ability to produce closed genomes,
determining serotype, virulence, antimicrobial resistance, and phylogenetic relationships, particularly during an
outbreak (9, 24–27). While single colony isolation and WGS are the current standard procedure for FDA STEC
detection and classi�cation (FDA Bacteriological Analytical Manual Chap. 4A (28), these reporting methods require
approximately two weeks of analysis time. U.S. Federal regulatory action will continue to require a single isolate, but
metagenomic, culture-independent methods are being tested for expedited detection and characterization (27, 29, 30).
Retrospective analysis of clinical fecal samples from E. coli O104:H4 and Salmonella enterica outbreaks have shown
promising results in detecting and characterizing the outbreak strain (29, 30) Targeted microbial detection by
metagenomic analysis using 16S rRNA pro�ling or shotgun metagenomic sequencing is increasingly being used (31–
36). Mock microbial communities have been used in long read metagenomic studies and have shown the capability
of obtaining closed metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs) for high concentration microbial species (37–39).
Library preparation with the Oxford Nanopore ligation kit (SQK-LSK109) produces approximately 10–20 Gb of
sequencing data. In a study by Nicholls, et al (2019) sequencing of the ZymoBIOMICS Mock Microbial Community
resulted in more than 150X coverage for each of the 8 bacterial species. Long read sequencing is particularly useful in
assembling complex, highly repetitive regions that can extend for hundreds of kilobases (40).

Oxford Nanopore has developed portable rapid sequencing kits that have less stringent storage conditions and
require minimal time and equipment (LRK001 and RAD004). Combined with a culture-independent, metagenomics
approach, these kits may be useful tools for the characterization of agricultural water microbiome. We aimed to test
the e�cacy of these rapid kits by using a mock microbial community and design a pilot study for a fast, �eld-based
method for microbial analysis, including the detection and characterization of STECs in agricultural water.

Results
Characterization of a bacterial community standard using the RAD004 rapid sequencing kit. The �rst step in our
investigation for the use of the rapid sequencing kit (RAD004) for fast taxonomic classi�cation of the microbial
composition of a sample was to test the performance of our proposed work�ow (nanopore sequencing using the
RAD004 library preparation followed by WIMP classi�cation tool) with a known microbial standard (ZymoBIOMICS
Microbial Community DNA Standard, Zymo Research). The successful characterization of the same microbial
standard, using the same instrument, but with a different DNA library preparation, the ligation sequencing kit LSK109,
and analysis pipeline has been demonstrated earlier (38). There are some fundamental differences between these
two DNA library preparation methods: 1) DNA gets more fragmented in the rapid kit, 2) there is potential loss of DNA
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in the ligation kit because of several DNA cleaning steps, and 3) the ligation kit is composed of several more steps
than the rapid sequencing kit. All of these could affect the microbial pro�le of a sample, the speed of the sequencing,
and in-�eld usage of the nanopore sequencing device. As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, the preparation of the DNA
library using the RAD004 kit followed by WIMP analysis resulted in a correct classi�cation of the composition of the
mock community across different sequencing intervals (https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-226486?
tokenv2=a812d53e-7d47-4294-975c-3550fd037336). This experiment showed that the RAD004 kit could be used as
e�ciently as the ligation kit (LSK109) for determining the microbial composition of a sample, albeit with lower output.

 

Testing metagenomic characterization of agricultural water using nanopore rapid sequencing kits. Our original goal
for this project was to test 1) the on-site, fast characterization of the bacterial composition and 2) detection of STECs
in culture-independent, concentrated agricultural water samples (Fig. 2) using the Oxford Nanopore hand-held MinION
and two versions of DNA library preparation kits (RAD004 rapid sequencing kit and LRK001 �eld sequencing kit). DNA
extraction of each sample (10 ml) resulted in 2.5 ug total DNA per sample. A DNA library for sample 26 was prepared
using the RAD004 kit and resulted in a non-productive sequencing reaction with a low output (388,130 reads and 0.4
Gb yield) (Additional File 1). Pore availability at the onset was modest (70%) with only ~40% of pores actively
sequencing and steadily declined over the �rst 24 hours. Almost 60% of the total reads did not pass the quality �lter
(Additional File 1). Of the reads that passed the quality �lter, a large majority were less than 1,000 bp (103,235 reads)
and taxonomy was classi�ed by WIMP for about 45% of them (https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-
243787?tokenv2=934deea4-2201-4e0d-bf82-d42c3a03078b). The rapid sequencing kit does not contain a DNA
cleaning step and requires the highest DNA quality to maintain optimal performance. The poor performance of
sample 26 suggested that the sample contained an inhibitor or other interference with proper sequencing.

 

In order to reduce or eliminate this inhibition, samples 17 and 26 were further cleaned with an Agencourt magnetic
bead cleaning step (as described in Methods) and prepared for sequencing using the LRK001 or RAD004 kit. The
cleaning resulted in a loss of 40% of the total DNA and the sequencing continued to show inhibition, although less
pronounced and with better results (Fig. 3). The sequencing run with the LRK001 kit for sample 26 showed a rapid
decay of the sequencing pores in less than 24 hours, resulted in low read output (322,000 reads and 0.4Gb yield) (Fig.
3A), and only 50% of reads passing the quality �lter (Fig. 3B). A similar result was obtained with the RAD004 kit for
the same sample 26, but with a higher read output (1,700,000 reads and 1.8 Gb yield) (Fig. 3C) and a slight increase
in the number of reads passing the quality �lter (Fig. 3D). Nevertheless, the majority of the read sizes were below
1,000 base pairs in length (~560,000 reads) which resulted in more than 86% of the reads being unclassi�ed
(https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-214408?tokenv2=9ed5fce3-da1c-434c-a388-5d98953a7e1c). The
DNA was highly sheared due to the Agencourt cleaning and the use of the rapid sequencing kit. Sequencing of
sample 17 using the RAD004 kit showed similar results. The total read output was 1,680,000 reads with 67% of reads
passing the quality �lter and 23% of those reads were classi�ed by WIMP. Additionally, more than 430,000 reads were
under 1,000 base pairs in length (https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-214241?tokenv2=e55ce2ae-6d63-
4dd4-a1a5-dd3c4f0c567a).

 

Use of the LSK109 ligation kit for eliminating agricultural water inhibitors. Because we found that the �eld sequencing
kit and the rapid sequencing kit did not produce satisfactory results for our �eld application, we decided to test the
ligation kit (LSK109). The ligation kit has several advantages over the rapid sequencing kits such as: higher output,

https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-226486?tokenv2=a812d53e-7d47-4294-975c-3550fd037336
https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-243787?tokenv2=934deea4-2201-4e0d-bf82-d42c3a03078b
https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-214408?tokenv2=9ed5fce3-da1c-434c-a388-5d98953a7e1c
https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/shared-report-214241?tokenv2=e55ce2ae-6d63-4dd4-a1a5-dd3c4f0c567a
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no enzymatic shearing, and with several cleaning steps the inhibitors will diminish to levels that would not interfere
with the sequencing reaction. The drawback was that it takes almost 90 minutes for sample preparation compared to
the 15 minutes required for the rapid sequencing or �eld sequencing kits and it contains more steps where sample
can be lost. Testing produced promising results with 2,210,000 reads and 8.45 Gb yield with more than 60% of pores
sequencing over the 24-hour sequencing run. Furthermore, over 85% of the reads passed the quality �lter (Fig. 4). We
decided to process three additional samples and compare their taxonomic composition to conduct a baseline
metagenomic survey of samples collected across 3.7 contiguous miles in the Southwestern US (Fig. 2). 

                                                                                                           

Agricultural water metagenomic taxonomic characterization. Each run produced an average of 2,200,000 reads with
an average total yield of 8.5 Gb (Additional File 2). The base-called reads were passed through a quality �lter and
reads above 5,000 base pairs in length were analyzed by the EPI2ME WIMP work�ow. The agricultural water samples
had a diverse composition. The reads were predominately bacterial (89-92%) with the remaining of eukaryotic (6-9%),
viral (1-2%), and archaeal (<1%) origin (Additional File 3) that could be organized into approximately 50 phyla, 90
classes, and 1,500 genera (Table 2). 

 

Bacterial composition in agricultural water. We identi�ed the bacterial genera with an abundance greater than 1% in at
least one sample (Fig. 5). The 11 bacterial genera identi�ed include Synechococcus, Cyanobium, Pseudomonas,
Streptomyces, Flavobacterium, Candidatus Fonsibacter, Limnohabitans, Hydrogenophaga, Acidovorax, Variovorax,
and Rubrivivax. A large portion of reads (~40%) were classi�ed as various taxa, but the combined genus abundance
was less than 1%. Sites 9, 10, and 11 displayed very similar composition with 30-40% Synechococcus, 4% Cyanobium,
and 1-2% each Pseudomonas, Streptomyces, Flavobacterium, Candidatus Fonsibacter, and Limnohabitans. Site 12 is
located approximately 6.9 miles from site 11 in a saltwater drainage canal and has a similar abundance of
Streptomyces (1.3%), and Limnohabitans (1.3%). However, site 12 had almost no Synechococcus (0.3%),
Cyanobium (0.1%), and Candidatus Fonsibacter (0.1%), While, Pseudomonas (3.1%), Flavobacterium (5.9%),
Hydrogenophaga (3.1%), Acidovorax (1.9%), Variovorax (1.3%), and Rubrivivax (1.2%) were each present in
approximately 2 - 6 times the abundance as sites 9-11. 

 

Eukaryotic composition in agricultural water. Strikingly, approximately 6 - 9% of the total reads were identi�ed as
genus Homo. Eukaryotic DNA was represented by 19,645 to 56,173 reads (Additional File 3). Within the eukaryotic
reads, approximately 98% of reads were identi�ed as Homo sapiens, with the other 2% being largely fungal in origin.
Thus, the fungal composition of the agricultural water was minimal.

 

Detection of STECs. Each sample site was analyzed for the presence of Shiga toxin-producing E. coli by the FDA BAM
Chapter 4A methods. Sites 9, 10, and 12 were con�rmed to be STEC positive after enrichment. Contrary to these
results, the WIMP analysis of the nanopore sequencing output of the unenriched agricultural water revealed that
between 46 – 152 reads were identi�ed as E. coli. The strain-level identi�cation further classi�ed one read from site
11 and 2 reads from site 12 as the O157 serotype. An NCBI BLAST search of those individual reads revealed that only
the read from site 11 matched the O157:H7 genome. Due to the limited coverage, strain level identi�cation could not
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be obtained. Therefore, the concentration of E. coli in unenriched agricultural water samples was not su�cient for the
detection of STECs or E. coli O157:H7 by direct nanopore sequencing. 

Discussion
Agricultural water has been implicated in the contamination of produce-related foodborne illness and outbreaks (15–
20). Current FDA protocols for the detection and isolation of STECs require multiple rounds of selective plating and
WGS of a single isolate. On-site �eld testing is increasingly becoming a priority to decrease the time to detection of
pathogenic microbes and prevention of prospective corrective measures. We have designed a pilot study to test
nanopore sequencing methods for the fast determination of concentrated agricultural water microbiome and
detection and classi�cation of STECs. We determined that the rapid library preparation kit produced expected results
for a mock microbial community but performed poorly within the agricultural water matrix. The DNA library prepared
with the ligation kit improved the sequencing output and the bacterial composition, however, we were unable to
accurately detect STECs in concentrated agricultural water.

Mock microbial communities are standardized metagenomic samples and are typically used for benchmarking
sequencing studies (38, 40, 41). Mock microbial communities sequenced by long-read nanopore technology using the
ligation library preparation kit (LSK109) produced su�cient coverage expected to close all the microbial genomes
(38). We have tested the same community as a benchmark for the RAD004 rapid sequencing library preparation kit.
The sequencing run produced a total of 4,360,159 reads with an output of 6.5 Gb and with 93,448 reads longer than
5,000 base pairs. The EPI2ME cloud-based service WIMP classi�es the reads by taxon and identi�ed each of the
expected microbial species. Additionally, we showed that the read abundance, calculated as a percentage of total
reads classi�ed, was correlated with the expected microbial proportions.

Oxford Nanopore sequencing has developed rapid and �eld sequencing DNA library preparation kits (RAD004 and
LRK001, respectively) for fast, portable sequencing efforts. These advances have allowed and encouraged
researchers to develop in-�eld testing kits for remote regions to identify the microbial composition in metagenomic
samples. Increased access to nanopore technologies can provide rapid information to these remote areas that have
previously been subject to outsourcing sequencing, which can take months. Nanopore sequencing has been used for
epidemiological surveillance and early detection of Zika (42) and Ebola (43) viruses. In polar environments the
relationship between the changing climate and the microbial community has been of particular interest (44–46).
Nanopore sequencing has also aided the protection and maintenance of the cassava crop in Africa (39). These
successful in-�eld metagenomic analyses suggest that the technology can be applied to agricultural water for
microbiome analysis and possibly foodborne pathogen detection and assembly.

Con�dent that the rapid kit has the potential to produce a sequencing output appropriate for metagenomic analysis
and closing bacterial genomes, we then tested the performance of the rapid sequencing kit on concentrated
agricultural water samples. Surprisingly however, nearly half of the output reads failed initial quality control standards
for base-calling. Low output despite an additional Agencourt DNA cleanup step, indicated the presence of a carryover
inhibitor, such as humic acid which has similar solubility to DNA and is not easily separated (47, 48). The protocol for
the LSK109 ligation kit, however, employs additional DNA cleanup steps, which improved the sequencing output and
quality of the base-called reads (Fig. 4).

While the ligation kit adds time and resources to the rapid and �eld DNA library preparation kits, we were able to use
the total reads sequencing output to identify 11 genera in the microbiome of the agricultural water. The three sites
along the canal displayed remarkable similarity and we were able to distinguish these communities from an
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unrelated, distant site. If the microbiome remains relatively constant over a particular distance, these preliminary
results suggest that we may be able to reduce the proximity of the sites and that a distance limit can be established
for future baseline survey studies using this type of nanopore metagenomic analysis. Overall, this could aid in
reducing the sample number and costs associated with sampling and microbiological and/or metagenomic analysis
during longitudinal surveys. While the most abundant species in the microbiome is likely to �uctuate seasonally, they
may be an indicator to changing populations and importantly may serve as a means to monitor for deviations in
water microbial quality.

The ability to detect STECs directly from agricultural water could decrease the time to detection by at least 24 hours
since there is no sample enrichment step. Nanopore sequencing is capable of detecting species present in as few as
50 reads or the equivalent of 4 cells (38). Therefore, with the high quality and increased output gained from the
ligation kit, we expected to be able to accurately detect the presence of E. coli and identify STEC strains. Nanopore
sequencing is, however, not typically used as a screening tool due to its high cost compared to other means of
detection like qPCR. We have previously established that the limit of complete, fragmented assembly for STECs by
nanopore sequencing is 105 CFU/ml (49). This is achievable by sample enrichment where low levels of target are
ampli�ed many fold, but herewith we aimed to establish the extent to which virulotyping is possible in agricultural
water. We obtained species-level detection of E. coli with less than 150 reads, but we were unable to make accurate
strain-level and virulotype identi�cation, which requires a complete genome (9, 32, 49).

While we applied a high standard to the agricultural water samples, the rapid and �eld sequencing runs produced
data that could identify the microbiome community and better inform water resource managers and others that
monitor agricultural water quality with regards to unexpected deviations once a baseline for their particular water
source is established (Additional File 4). The ligation kit requires additional time and equipment but produces more
output (Gb yield) and produced a higher number of quality reads. This amount of data, though, was unable to detect
STECs in unenriched agricultural water probably due to low levels present. Depending on the desired outcome,
nanopore technology can provide high quality, informative, long reads and provides access to tools that aid in fast
comprehensive analysis through the EPI2ME cloud-based service.

Conclusions
Oxford Nanopore’s LRK001 and RAD004 �eld and rapid sequencing kits can be appropriate for genus or species level
identi�cation of microorganisms that are highly abundant. However, the performance of both kits for microbiome
characterization from �eld samples could be affected by the type of sample to be tested, resulting in low number of
reads and low sequence quality. On the other hand, the LSK109 ligation kit provided adequate yield with deeper
sequencing depth and better pore performance for assessing the metagenomic composition of agricultural water. We
were unable to identify the presence of STEC in the sequencing reads which suggests a low E. coli concentration was
present. The results from this pilot study provide preliminary evidence that MinION sequencing of agricultural water
using the ligation kit has the potential to be used for rapid microbiome determination in the �eld with optimal results
for water quality surveillance.

Methods
Agricultural water collection and concentration 

An irrigation canal and other water (100L) was collected at multiple sites (9, 10, 11, 12, 17, and 26) (Fig. 2) in the
Southwestern United States. Water samples were �ltered and concentrated using a Rexeed 25S Ultra�lter (Dial
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Medical Supply, Chester Springs, PA) with approximately 650 ml recovered upon back�ush, according to the FDA BAM
Dead-end Ultra�ltration method described in Chapter 19c (50). 

 

DNA extraction

DNA was extracted directly from a total of 10 ml of concentrated agricultural water. Ten aliquots of 1 ml each were
centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 3 minutes, the supernatant was discarded, and the �rst pellet was resuspended in 800 ml
sterile water and used to combine and resuspend the remaining nine aliquots. DNA was extracted by either the
ZymoBIOMICS DNA Miniprep kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA) (site 26) according to manufacturer’s instructions or the
Maxwell RSC Cultured Cells DNA kit with a Maxwell RSC Instrument (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI) (sites 9, 10,
11, 12, and 17) according to manufacturer’s instructions for Gram-negative bacteria with additional RNase
treatment. DNA concentration was determined by Qubit 4 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

Test for accurate metagenomic identi�cation of the ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community DNA Standard using the
Oxford Nanopore rapid sequencing kit RAD004 

The ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community DNA Standard (Zymo Research) is composed of 8 bacteria and 2 yeasts
(https://www.zymoresearch.com/collections/zymobiomics-microbial-community-standards/products/zymobiomics-
microbial-community-dna-standard). Representing microorganisms contain a wide range of GC content from 15% to
85%, which allows for assessing biases that could arise because GC content variation. The organisms in this
community are distributed equally (12%), except the 2 yeasts (each present at 2%). Four microliters (400 ng) of this
ZymoBIOMICS Microbial Community DNA Standard (Zymo Research) was used for preparing the DNA library for
sequencing in a MinION device using the rapid sequencing kit RAD004 according to manufacturer’s instructions. The
library was run in FLO-MIN106 (R9.4.1) �ow cells, according to the manufacturer’s instructions for 48 hours (Oxford
Nanopore Technologies). The runs were live base called using Guppy v3.2.10 included in the MinKNOW v3.6.5
(v19.12.6) software (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). The run was analyzed by the “What's in my pot” (WIMP)
work�ow contained in the EPI2ME cloud service (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) at 5, 25, and 48 hours. 

 

Metagenomic sequencing, contig assembly, and annotation

DNA recovered from the agricultural water samples underwent a 0.7X (v/v) Agencourt Bead clean-up (Beckman
Coulter, Indianapolis, Indiana). DNA was sequenced using a MinION nanopore sequencer (Oxford Nanopore
Technologies, Oxford, UK). The sequencing libraries were prepared using either the Rapid Sequencing (SQK-RAD004),
the Field Sequencing Kit (SQK-LRK001) or the Genomic DNA by Ligation kit (SQK-LSK109) and run in FLO-MIN106
(R9.4.1) �ow cells, according to the manufacturer’s instructions for 48 hours (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). The
runs were live base called using Guppy v3.2.10 included in the MinKNOW v3.6.5 (v19.12.6) software (Oxford
Nanopore Technologies).  The initial classi�cation of the reads for each run was done using the “What's in my pot”
(WIMP) work�ow contained in the EPI2ME cloud service (Oxford Nanopore Technologies). Reads were assessed for
quality including a minimum 5,000 bp length �lter. 

 

https://www.zymoresearch.com/collections/zymobiomics-microbial-community-standards/products/zymobiomics-microbial-community-dna-standard
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BAM STEC detection

The presence of STEC was determined according to the protocols in Chapter 4A of the FDA Bacterial Analytical
Manual (BAM) (https://www.fda.gov/food/laboratory-methods-food/bam-diarrheagenic-escherichia-coli). Brie�y, 225
ml of each agricultural water sample was enriched by adding an equal volume of 2X modi�ed Buffered Peptone
Water with pyruvate (mBPWp) and incubated at 37°C static for 5 hours. Antimicrobial cocktail [Acri�avin-Cefsulodin-
Vancomycin (ACV)] was added and incubated at 42°C static overnight (18-24 h). DNA supernatants recovered from
boiled samples were analyzed by qPCR detecting stx1, stx2, and wzy. 

 

Metagenomic data accession numbers. The metagenomic sequence data from this study are available in GenBank
under BioProject number PRJNA751542. 
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Tables
Table 1. Summary of the WIMP output for the nanopore sequencing of the ZymoBIOMICS microbial

community DNA standard using the RAD004 kit at different time intervals (5, 24 and 48 hours). Total

number of reads identified for each microorganism and their expected percentage distribution in the

sample.

  Reads      

Organism 5 hours 25 hours 48 hours % expected
distribution

% observed
distribution

5 hours

% observed
distribution

25 hours

% observed
distribution

48 hours
Pseudomonas
aeruginosa

44,852 250,652 356,955 12 9.4 9.7 9.9

Escherichia
coli

42,402 234,272 327,769 12 8.9 9.0 9.1

Salmonella
enterica

57,801 308,965 426,178 12 12.1 11.9 11.8

Lactobacillus
fermentum

65,916 342,047 470,972 12 13.8 13.2 13.0

Enterococcus
faecalis

65,494 351,481 484,785 12 13.7 13.6 13.4

Staphylococcus
aureus

49,431 278,968 396,196 12 10.3 10.8 11.0

Listeria
monocytogenes

66,411 365,095 510,984 12 13.9 14.1 14.1

Bacillus
subtilis

64,242 344,286 486,524 12 13.4 13.3 13.5

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

10,539 56,087 76,771 2 2.2 2.2 2.1

Cryptococcus
neoformans

10,644 57,929 79,383 2 2.2 2.2 2.2

Total 477,732 2,589,782 3,616,517 100 100.0 100.0 100.0

aexpected distribution for the ZymoBIOMICS microbial community DNA standard.

Table 2. Taxonomic rank diversity of the metagenomic analysis at each sample site.
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Sample Site Phyla Class Order Family Genera

9 50 94 196 423 1,469

10 52 94 197 419 1,464

11 55 98 201 431 1,544

12 55 96 200 427 1,516
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Figures

Figure 1

Percentage of microbial composition observed by WIMP from nanopore sequencing of the ZymoBIOMICS microbial
community DNA standard using the RAD004 kit at different time intervals (5, 24 and 48 hours) showing that the
composition remained stable across those tested time frames and in a similar composition to the expected
proportions.
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Figure 2

Map of sampling sites. Agricultural water samples were collected along irrigation canals and a saltwater drainage
canal in the Southwestern United States. The relative (solid) and direct (dotted) distance between sampling sites 9,
10, 11, 12, 17, and 26 are shown.
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Figure 3

Nanopore sequencing outputs for sample 26 using the LKR001 �eld sequencing kit and the RAD004 rapid sequencing
kit. A) Pore sequencing and availability showing low pore availability and pore death after 16 hours. B) Cumulative
output of the LRK001 kit showing that reads passing �lter were equal to the reads not passing �lter indicative of
problems with the sequencing. C) Pore availability for the RAD004 kit showing that the pores decayed by 20 hours of
sequencing. D) Cumulative output for the RAD004 kit, with a similar problem with the read quality with 50% passing
�lter.

Figure 4

Nanopore sequencing output for sample 9 using the LSK109 ligation kit. A) Pore sequencing and availability
remained above 60% for the 24-hour sequencing run. B) Cumulative output of the LSK109 kit showed more than 85%
of total reads passed the quality �lter.
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Figure 5

Relative abundance of WIMP identi�ed genera for each agricultural water site. Reads were analyzed by the EPI2ME
WIMP work�ow. Bacterial genera contributing more than 1% of the classi�ed reads are shown and the sum of the
remaining genera identi�ed are included as “Other.”
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